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Functions of adult-born neurons in hippocampal
memory interference and indexing
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The dentate gyrus–CA3 circuit of the hippocampus is continuously modified by the integration of adult-born dentate granule
cells (abDGCs). All abDGCs undergo a prolonged period of maturation, during which they exhibit heightened synaptic plasticity and refinement of electrophysiological properties and connectivity. Consistent with theoretical models and the known
functions of the dentate gyrus–CA3 circuit, acute or chronic manipulations of abDGCs support a role for abDGCs in the regulation of memory interference. In this Review, we integrate insights from studies that examine the maturation of abDGCs
and their integration into the circuit with network mechanisms that support memory discrimination, consolidation and clearance. We propose that adult hippocampal neurogenesis enables the generation of a library of experiences, each registered in
mature abDGC physiology and connectivity. Mature abDGCs recruit inhibitory microcircuits to support pattern separation and
memory indexing.

E

xperiences are encoded in memories that in turn guide future
behavior. Newly formed episodic memories are constantly
compared with, and discriminated from, previously encoded
experiences, so that new memories are stored without overlap and
previously encoded memories are updated to reflect new experiences. At a circuit level, encoding similar memories with shared features generate interference (such as trying to locate your car when
you park it in a different spot every day). Studies in rodents, nonhuman primates and humans have suggested a role for the dentate
gyrus (DG) in decreasing memory interference by promoting pattern separation1–10, a circuit mechanism by which similar inputs (or
memories) are transformed or orthogonalized into more dissimilar
outputs, thereby decreasing interference between similar memories. The DG transfers orthogonalized information of an experience
to CA3, where a previously stored memory can be retrieved and
updated or a novel experience can be consolidated as a new representation in hippocampal–cortical networks. The hippocampus
does not store memories, but instead generates indexes in sparse
ensembles or engrams that are linked to distributed cortical modules
that encode the original experience in patterned neural activity10,11.
Within this framework, activation of DG engram-bearing cells reinstates the original cortical activity patterns underlying the experience, thereby supporting memory recall. Thus, engram-bearing
cells function as indexes, analogous to how library index cards are
linked to books distributed on shelves11–15.
The DG–CA3 circuit of the hippocampus is continuously modified by the integration of abDGCs16. Many studies have demonstrated a link between acute or chronic manipulations of abDGCs
and resolution of memory interference17,18. However, the underlying neural circuit mechanisms remain poorly understood. To
address this knowledge gap, we present an updated synthesis of
the literature by integrating findings regarding the physiological
and behavioral functions of abDGCs. We propose that the unique
developmental, physiological and circuit properties of abDGCs
prime these cells to expand the hippocampus’ indexing capacity
and promote pattern separation.
We first discuss how experience during a sensitive period of
abDGC maturation modifies their physiological properties and
connectivity, resulting in heterogeneous DGCs that have encoded
specific features of prior experiences. We then examine evidence

that abDGCs support hippocampus-dependent memory processes,
specifically reduction of memory interference and promotion of
consolidation and clearance. We next evaluate how abDGCs recruit
synaptic competition and inhibitory microcircuits, thereby contributing to network mechanisms that modulate memory interference,
such as pattern separation. In conclusion, we integrate insights
from these sections to discuss how experience, inhibition and competition may dictate the contribution of abDGCs to hippocampal
indexing and pattern separation.

A sensitive period for experience-dependent maturation
of abDGCs

A protracted window of neuronal maturation. Adult-born DGCs
transition through a series of maturation stages characterized by
distinct physiological properties and synaptic connectivity (Fig. 1a).
While this timeline is reminiscent of that seen during development,
it is longer and more gradual19. Pioneering studies have demonstrated that dendritic GABAergic synaptogenesis promotes glutamatergic synapse formation onto immature DGCs (<2 weeks old) via
depolarizing effects of GABA and coupling with Ca2+ signaling19–22.
During this time, hilar mossy cells provide the first glutamatergic
input onto newborn DGCs and, in coordination with mossy-cellevoked disynaptic GABAergic depolarization, may synchronize
activity-dependent excitatory synapse unsilencing23. Between 4 and
8 weeks, immature abDGCs exhibit inhibitory GABAergic signaling, phasic perisomatic inhibition and perforant path (PP)–DGC
synapse formation19,20,24,25 (Fig. 1a,b). Maturation of glutamatergic
inputs and perisomatic inhibition is accompanied by elaboration of
dendritic spines and dendritic complexity over several months following birth of DGCs26–31.
Integration of abDGCs into the hippocampal network is thought
to subscribe to a synaptic-competition mechanism in which
abDGCs compete with preexisting mature DGCs (mDGCs) for PP
inputs (Fig. 1c). Deletion of the NMDA receptor in 2- to 3-weekold abDGCs impairs their survival, indicating that competition
and abDGC integration is activity-dependent32. Immature abDGCs
form multisynaptic boutons with pre-existing PP–mDGC synapses
before they form monosynaptic connections with those PP terminals28. Indeed, selectively eliminating spines in mDGCs or enhancing spines in immature abDGCs resulted in increased neuronal
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integration of the immature abDGCs33–35. Maturing abDGCs establish mossy fiber synaptic connections with hilar inhibitory interneurons (INs), mossy cells and sequentially with pyramidal neurons
in CA3c, Ca3b and CA3a over a period of at least 8 weeks27,29,36.
However, as genetic silencing of mossy fiber synaptic release fails
to induce axonal retraction, it seems that synaptic competition does
not occur at DGC efferent excitatory synapses37.
Immature abDGCs exhibit increased intrinsic excitability and
synaptic plasticity. Electrophysiogical studies in rodents suggest
that immature ~4- to 6-week-old abDGCs have greater excitability than mDGCs, owing to their higher input resistance19,38–40 and
to their reduced GABAergic synaptic inhibition relative to excitation24,39,41. Additionally, conditions that induce activity-dependent
synaptic plasticity in immature DGCs (PP–DGC and mossy fiber–
CA3 synapses42) fail to do so in mDGCs. Specifically, in vivo and
ex vivo studies have shown that PP–DGC synapses onto immature,
4- to 6-week-old abDGCs have a lower induction threshold and
higher amplitude of associative long-term potentiation (LTP) than
PP–mDGC synapses38,43. This form of LTP was shown to be dependent on NR2B-containing NMDA receptors in 4- to 6-week-old
abDGCs43 and insensitive to GABAergic inhibition, consistent with
field recordings41,44,45.
Physiological recruitment of immature abDGCs. The window
of heightened synaptic plasticity and intrinsic excitability during
abDGC maturation has motivated enquiries into what physiological
conditions might recruit these immature abDGCs. Ex vivo studies
revealed that weak stimulation of medial PP preferentially activated
immature abDGCs (~4 weeks old) over mDGCs and that immature
DGCs showed greater spiking and broader tuning than mDGCs
in response to a range of stimulus intensities24. Furthermore, this
biased entorhinal cortical (EC) recruitment of immature abDGCs
appeared to be governed by a higher ratio of feedforward excitation
to inhibition during spike initiation in DGCs. This may reflect differences between immature abDGCs and mDGCs with regard to
perisomatic inhibition mediated by parvalbumin (PV+) INs or CCK
INs41,46 or increased inhibition of PV+ INs by neurogliaform and
Ivy cells47. An alternative viewpoint posits that low excitatory cortical synaptic connectivity with immature abDGCs, coupled with
smaller dendritic arbors and lower dendritic spine densities, constrains EC recruitment of ~4-week-old abDGCs and renders them
finely tuned25,48,49. These contrasting views on tuning of immature
abDGCs may arise from differences in experimental protocols.
In vivo studies afford a more physiological assessment of abDGC
recruitment as they do not rely on artificial stimulation protocols
and more accurately account for the contribution of long-range projecting cell types such as mossy cells50. Immediate early gene (IEG)
analysis did not detect preferential activation of immature abDGCs
relative to older DGCs during spatial learning51. In contrast, a
similar study in rats did show increased activation of 4-monthold abDGCs relative to 7-month-old DGCs born during the first
postnatal week52. In vivo two-photon calcium imaging revealed that
immature ~3- to 6-week-old abDGCs were more active, less spatially tuned and fired with less spatial information than mDGCs53
and similarly to mossy cells54–56. However, a small population of the
~6-week-old abDGCs exhibited sufficient spatial tuning to permit
differentiation of novel contexts. It is not clear why IEG analysis did
not detect increased activity of ~6-week-old abDGCs51. The fine
spatial tuning of mDGCs observed in calcium imaging studies55,56
is consistent with in vivo recordings in the DG of behaving rats
documenting sparse activity and high input-specificity of mDGCs57.
Although there is ex vivo evidence showing sparse EC–DGC connectivity and thus high input-selectivity in immature <6-week-old
abDGCs, both in vivo calcium imaging data51 and alternative ex vivo
evidence25,48,49 support the notion that immature abDGCs exhibit
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low input-specificity. Tetrode recordings of immature abDGCs
in vivo are critically needed to resolve this debate.
Experience sculpts the connectome of abDGCs. Rabies-virus
based mapping studies of monosynaptic retrograde inputs have
begun to identify the presynaptic partners of abDGCs during maturation. Mossy cells and different classes of INs in the DG—such
as PV+ basket cells and axo-axonic cells, somatostatin (SST) hilar
PP cells, hilar commissural associational pathway cells, neurogliaform cells and molecular PP cells35,58–60—are amongst the earliest
presynaptic partners of abDGCs. Beginning at around 3 weeks,
subcortical, entorhinal and intrahippocampal inputs are sequentially established58,59 (Fig. 1a). Lateral EC (LEC), rather than medial
EC, seems to provide the dominant input to immature (4 weeks)
abDGCs59,61, suggesting that immature and mature abDGCs may
receive different information62.
Interestingly, the presynaptic connectome is modifiable by
experience. Enriched experience and wheel running transiently
increased inputs from CA3 and CA1 INs and permanently increased
inputs from EC, the medial septum–diagonal band of Broca cholinergic neurons, medial mammillary nuclei and supramammilary
nucleus63,64 in 2- to 6-week-old abDGCs. Enhancement of abDGC
integration resulted in a scaled increase of mossy cell and hilar IN
inputs, indicative of afferent structural plasticity35.
Little is known about the postsynaptic connectome of abDGCs.
Mossy-fiber terminals of DGCs have filopodial protrusions that
release glutamate onto different classes of hilar and stratum lucidum
INs and convey feedback inhibition and lateral inhibition onto
the DG and convey feedforward inhibition onto CA3–CA214,65–67.
Interestingly, immature abDGCs exhibit the highest numbers of
mossy-fiber terminal filopodia at 4 weeks of age68 (Guo and Sahay,
unpublished observations). Because learning induces mossy-fiber
terminal filopodial contacts with PV+ INs14,67, it is plausible that
feedforward-, feedback- and lateral-inhibition connectivity may be
more modifiable during a sensitive period (Fig. 1a,b; and see Box 1
for a glossary). Although abDGCs contact mossy cells and different
CA3 subregions, the precise map of functional connectivity is yet
to be defined.
Together, these studies suggest that experience-dependent modifications of connectivity and, potentially, physiology during the
sensitive period of abDGC development generates finely tuned heterogeneous mature abDGCs, each selective for distinct stimuli that
were encoded during prior experiences69,70. Additionally, 6-weekold immature abDGCs appear to receive functional inputs and may
also potentially contribute to encoding functions. We next discuss
the contributions of abDGCs to memory processing as inferred
from behavioral studies.

Adult-born DGCs and resolution of memory interference

Guided by theoretical models of DG functions in pattern separation1–3,71, behavioral studies have implicated the DG in reduction of
memory interference4,5,72,73. Consistent with this and with computational modeling74, acute and chronic manipulations of abDGCs in
mice and rats have demonstrated roles for abDGCs in hippocampal
memory discrimination, consolidation and clearance, all of which,
we argue, are critical to resolution of memory interference. Here we
review convergent lines of evidence from many different laboratories supporting this idea.
Memory discrimination. The delayed non-match-to-place radialarm-maze task and spatial-discrimination tasks are commonly
used to study memory interference. For example, rodents more
easily remember the reward-associated arm when there is a large
space between the test and trial arms, i.e., less memory interference
between the arms. Mice in which adult hippocampal neurogenesis
was ablated by targeted X-irradiation (~<12-week-old abDGCs)75
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience
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Fig. 1 | Development, experience and maturation of adult-born DGCs. a, Left: during the first 2 weeks after their birth, immature abDGCs (orange circle)
are low-spiking and are innervated by depolarizing GABA synapses (GABA+) from INs (gray circle), which subsequently promotes glutamatergic synapse
formation from hilar mossy cells (MC). Mossy cells both directly innervate DGCs and provide disynaptic depolarization through synapses onto GABA+
interneurons. Middle: during the sensitive period 4–6 weeks after their birth, experience modifies inputs onto abDGCs. abDGCs receive inputs from medial
EC (MEC) and, more strongly, from LEC. MEC and LEC synapses onto abDGCs are established via synaptic competition (see c), and their strength can
be efficiently altered (LTP or long-term depression (LTD)) as a result of network activity and the animal’s experience (for example, enriched environment;
see top inset). Additional excitatory input onto abDGCs comes from medial septum and diagonal band of Broca cholinergic neurons (MS/DB). Inhibitory
microcircuits are also established during this period. This includes inhibitory GABAergic (GABA–) input from dendritically targeting SST+ INs in the hilus
(HIPP), somatic-targeting PV+ INs in the granule cell layer (GCL; not shown and MOPP INs in the molecular layer (MOL). Interneurons receive input
from MEC, LEC and mossy cells and thereby provide feedforward inhibition onto abDGCs. The abDGCs begin to establish glutamatergic (mossy fiber)
synapses onto CA3 pyramidal cells (PC, blue) and progressively recruit PV+ INs to exert feedforward inhibition onto CA3. Right: after 6 weeks, additional
inhibitory GABA+ synapses form, and the now-mature DGCs (pink circles) become highly input-specific. Mature DGCs provide lateral inhibition onto
other DGCs via PV+ INs and may self-attenuate spiking via recruitment of feedback inhibition. b, Inhibitory microcircuit motifs. Feedforward inhibition: in
EC–DG feedforward inhibition, interneurons are recruited by MEC and LEC inputs and mossy cell collaterals (not shown) to inhibit abDGCs. In DG–CA3
feedforward inhibition, abDGCs recruit PV+ INs to inhibit CA3 neurons. Feedback inhibition: DGCs undergo auto-inhibition via recruitment of interneurons
by DGCs. Lateral inhibition: mDGCs recruit interneurons to inhibit neighboring DGCs. c, Synaptic competition: immature abDGCs (orange) compete with
mDGCs (red) for PP inputs from LEC and MEC. Immature DGCs initially form multisynaptic boutons with pre-existing PP–DGC synapses (left) before
forming monosynaptic connections with those PP terminals (right).

or genetic deletion of molecular factors (~7-week-old abDGCs)76,77
in neural stem cells failed to discriminate under high memoryinterference conditions. Similarly, optogenetic silencing of 5- to
10-week-old abDGCs, but not 14- to 18-week-old abDGCs, in a
spatial-discrimination task impaired performance only under high
memory-interference conditions78.
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience

Studies using X-irradiation79,80, chemical81, genetic76,82 and
pharmacogenetic80 approaches to ablate or suppress adult hippocampal neurogenesis have provided evidence for a role for
abDGCs in resolving proactive interference between new and
previously learned items or locations in several tasks. Conversely,
genetic expansion of the population of 5- to 8-week-old abDGCs
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Box 1 | Glossary

Sensitive period: the window of development or maturation
during which circuit properties and functions exhibit heightened
vulnerability to lasting experience-dependent modifications.
Pattern separation: a network mechanism by which cortical
inputs are nonlinearly transformed into more divergent outputs,
thereby minimizing interference between those inputs. Input–
output transformations in EC–DG may be mediated by rate
remapping (changes in firing rates of the same participant cells
active in the same locations in two environments) or global
remapping (independent populations of participant cells with
differences in firing rate and firing fields) or by increased
subsecond coupling of DGCs with inhibitory INs.
Pattern completion: a network mechanism by which a complete
representation is retrieved based on a subset of its features.
Engram: a physical instantiation of an experiential event or
memory in the brain, or an enduring change in physical state
or structure of the brain in response to an experience or event.
Hippocampal indexing theory: Teyler and DiScenna posited11
that the hippocampus registers experiential events in engrams
that are linked to distributed patterns of cortical and subcortical
activity encoding those events. Activation of the engram bearing
cells reinstates the cognate detailed cortical and subcortical
memory traces through pattern completion to mediate memory
retrieval.
Sparseness: a feature of a circuit that permits encoding of
information in a small population of strongly activated cells.
Inhibitory microcircuits: networks of excitatory neurons and
inhibitory INs whose organization dictates patterns of firing of
excitatory principal neurons and oscillations.
Feedforward inhibition: activation of a principal cell
preferential recruits IN discharge to dampen afferent excitation
onto a principal cell. In a feedback inhibition or recurrent
inhibitory motif, self-attenuation of principal cell firing occurs
via recruitment of INs, which decreases principal cell output; a
lateral inhibition motif enables a single principal cell to recruit
INs to suppress firing of neighboring principal cells.
Memory clearance: transfer of memories out of the hippocampus
to cortical sites for storage
Proactive interference: previously encoded memories interfere
with recall of newer memories.
Retroactive interference: recent memories interfere with
recalling previously encoded memories.

reduced proactive interference in the reversal learning phase of
the Morris water maze35.
The contextual fear discrimination task permits assessment of
whether abDGCs are necessary for encoding and distinguishing a
context associated with a mild footshock from neutral but similar
(high-interference) or neutral and distinct (low-interference) contexts (Fig. 2a). Chronic ablation of adult hippocampal neurogenesis
(by genetic83, chemical84 or pharmacogenetic84 means), hippocampus-targeted X-irradiation45,85 or genetic disruption of synaptic
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plasticity in abDGCs86 impaired discrimination of a neutral, similar
context from a context associated with a footshock in mice (Fig. 2a).
Genetic enhancement of survival and integration of abDGCs
improved discrimination between two similar contexts, but not
between two distinct contexts35,45 (Fig. 2a). Remarkably, enhanced
context discrimination was also observed following chronic genetic
silencing of most mDGCs while sparing only the population of
immature (~4-week-old) abDGCs85. Thus, the loss-of-function
studies suggested a role for ~<10-week-old abDGCs in context
discrimination, whereas the gain-of-function study narrowed this
down to 4- to 8-week-old abDGCs. Adult-born DGCs may contribute to context discrimination through encoding of the training context and/or detection of mismatch between similar contexts. Some
studies53,76,87, though not others42,88–90, have found that ablation or
optogenetic silencing of abDGCs (but not a random population
of mDGCs91) impaired encoding of the conditioning or a similar,
neutral context, especially when a weak conditioning protocol was
used. One interpretation is that abDGCs contribute to contextual
encoding and subsequent mismatch detection under high cognitive demand and memory interference. Furthermore, abDGC-associated impairments in extinction of contextual fear76,88 may reflect
deficits in reducing interference between the original trace and the
new memory trace generated by extinction learning92.
Memory consolidation. Loss-of-function and gain-of-function
studies have linked abDGCs with maintenance of long-term and
remote memories. Pre-training ablation of abDGCs impaired
long-term contextual fear memory and spatial memory76,93. Posttraining optogenetic silencing of 4- or 6-week-old abDGCs, or
genetic ablation of 7-week-old abDGCs, that were present during
training produced deficits in contextual fear, visual discrimination
and spatial memory89. Interestingly, ablation of abDGCs not present during training, but present after contextual-fear conditioning,
also decreased remote memory retrieval76. These data suggest that
abDGCs may affect ongoing consolidation processes even if they
were not available during memory encoding. Genetic enhancement of survival of ~5- to 8-week-old abDGCs enhanced remote
contextual fear, object and spatial memory35,94. Adult-born DGCs,
like mDGCs, may regulate memory interference in CA3 to promote
consolidation in hippocampal–cortical networks and remote-memory precision14 (Fig. 2b,c). This function of abDGCs may in turn
promote discrimination between future experiences by promoting
consolidation of prior experiences.
Memory clearance. Following hippocampal encoding, memories
are transferred to cortical sites for consolidation. Several lines of evidence suggest a role for adult hippocampal neurogenesis in modulating this process. Whole-brain irradiation to ablate neurogenesis
extended the window of hippocampus-dependence for expression
of remote memories95. Pharmacogenetic reduction of <6-week-old
abDGCs following learning prevented forgetting of the platform
location in the Morris water maze and contextual fear memory
deficits96,97. Conversely, genetically increasing the population of
<4-week-old immature abDGCs following training, but not 4 weeks
later, impaired the expression of contextual fear memories, suggesting a window of memory vulnerability to neurogenesis-induced
clearance or forgetting98. Consistently, partial reduction of adult hippocampal neurogenesis following wheel running was found to abrogate running-induced forgetting98 and impair subsequent reversal
learning, indicative of increased pro-active interference between old
and new memories97. Interestingly, wheel running, which is potently
pro-neurogenic but also induces numerous changes in the hippocampus, is only modestly effective in inducing forgetting when mice
are trained using a strong fear-conditioning protocol96. These studies suggest that memory strength and time post-learning dictate the
extent of memory vulnerability to neurogenesis-induced clearance.
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience
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Fig. 2 | Adult-born DGCs reduce memory interference and promote consolidation through inhibitory microcircuits. a, Schematic of contextual fear
conditioning paradigm using two similar but nonidentical contexts (here indicated by two different shades of blue). With high levels of adult neurogenesis,
mice efficiently discriminate between the two similar contexts, as indicated by increased freezing in the shock-paired chamber (indicated in light blue)
but not in the non-paired but similar chamber (indicated in dark blue). With low levels of neurogenesis, discrimination is impaired, as indicated by similar
levels of freezing in the two chambers. b, Adult-born DGCs (outlined with dotted border) facilitate separation of DG engrams encoding similar contexts.
Top: EC inputs are decorrelated in DG via feedforward inhibition and lateral inhibition; abDGCs, competing with mature DGCs for perforant path inputs,
exert high levels of lateral inhibition onto other DGCs through local inhibitory microcircuits; this facilitates sparse activity in the DG and thereby enables
the establishment of non-overlapping engrams for the shock-associated context (light blue) and the similar but neutral context (dark blue); white cells do
not encode either context. abDGCs recruit feedforward inhibition to transfer engrams of both contexts in non-overlapping populations of CA3 (triangles).
Following decorrelation of engrams of both contexts in DG–CA3, each representation is consolidated in independent cortical ensembles. Through these
mechanisms, high levels of adult neurogenesis can reduce memory interference. Bottom: with low levels of neurogenesis, similar contexts are represented
by overlapping engrams (light and dark blue shades) in the DG and CA3 owing to inefficient synaptic competition, decreased feedforward inhibition,
decreased lateral inhibition and reduced sparsification of DG activity. This increased interference in turn results in overlap and linkage of representations of
both contexts in the cortex.

Through regulation of memory clearance, adult hippocampal neurogenesis may maintain bandwidth in the DG to encode new memories without increasing interference with those previously encoded.
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience

Together, these studies demonstrate that abDGCs contribute to
DG functions in decreasing memory interference. To understand
the precise role of abDGCs in mediating this function, we need to
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Fig. 3 | Proposed role of adult-born DGCs in indexing and pattern separation. a, Refinement of abDGC input specificity during the sensitive period.
Immature abDGCs (orange) mature into abDGCs (red) with high input-selectivity and respond to specific features experienced during the sensitive period
(here only stimulus 2 of stimuli 0–3). b, Schematic of indexing. Overlapping experiences (A and B) are encoded in distinct engrams (or ‘indexes’) in the
hippocampus (green). These indexes are linked to detailed representations of A and B that are distributed in downstream cortical and subcortical regions
(yellow), much like the way a library index card corresponds to a book on the shelves of the library. c, Experiences A (blue) and B (yellow) represented
by unique permutations of inputs (examples: 0–9) in association sensory cortices are relayed to the EC. A and B are transformed into distinct nonoverlapping engrams or indexes in the DG through decorrelation of EC inputs in the DG, where inhibitory microcircuits sparsify DG activity through a
winner-take-all circuit motif. Different combinations of mature abDGCs (outlined in black) are flexibly allocated into each engram (or index), with shared
features recruiting the same DGCs (here: features 0 and 1). Feature-responsive DGCs (yellow and blue) inhibit neighboring DGCs (gray) to further refine
the engram through the winner-take-all mechanism. Immature, <6-week-old abDGCs (outlined in yellow) encode novel features of B (here features 6 and 7)
and contribute to the index of B while also exerting lateral inhibition. DGC recruitment of feedforward inhibition onto CA3 facilitates the transfer of the
ensemble onto non-overlapping pyramidal cells in CA3 (triangles). The balance between DG and EC inputs in CA3 dictates whether pattern completion
or separation occurs. The DG–CA3 engram represents an index of the memory, but does not encode all of its features; these are instead stored in the
corresponding linked cortical traces (yellow and black squares). Activation of the index in DG–CA3 reinstates the cortical memory trace through pattern
completion to mediate retrieval.

integrate synaptic connectivity and physiology of abDGCs with
circuit and network mechanisms that support memory discrimination, consolidation and clearance, as discussed below.

Adult-born DGCs in pattern separation

One network mechanism recognized as a substrate for resolving
memory interference is pattern separation, the process by which
small changes in EC inputs are nonlinearly transformed into divergent DG outputs and relayed to CA31–8,99. Attractor dynamics in
CA3’s recurrent collateral circuitry determine whether it performs
pattern separation to store a representation as new or performs pattern completion to retrieve or update a previously stored memory

trace, based on the balance of the direct EC inputs and the transformed DG outputs100. Some evidence suggests that DGCs and
mossy cells have a role in decorrelating similar inputs from EC
by rate remapping (changes in firing rates) and global remapping (changes in firing rate and location) of place cells6,7,54–56,100,101.
Additionally, subsecond coupling between place cells and INs
underlies spatial-memory discrimination8. Guided by physiological properties of the DG and EC–DG–CA3 connectivity, computational models and theoretical studies3,102–104 have suggested a role for
sparseness, expansion recoding and high-dimensionality coding105
in facilitating decorrelation of cortical inputs. The general idea is
that overlapping inputs maybe segregated in non-overlapping cells
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience
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because of the relatively larger size and sparser activity of the output layer (DG) relative to input layer (EC). Additionally, expanding
the circuit’s capacity to encode neural representations in activity patterns (high-dimensionality coding) is also thought to minimize overlap or promote decorrelation of overlapping patterns105.
Consistent with these proposals, in vivo recordings57,106, calcium
imaging studies54–56 and IEG analysis107 have suggested that at any
given time only 2–5% of the DGCs are active, providing further
evidence for sparseness. Computational and experimental studies support a role for GABAergic inhibition in this sparsification
of DG activity104,108 through a ‘winner-take-all’ model, where the
most strongly activated ‘winner’ DGCs suppress surrounding ‘competitor’ DGCs to facilitate encoding of unique elements of similar
inputs in non-overlapping populations and consequently decrease
the overlap between those inputs109,110.
Evidence linking abDGCs with sparseness and decorrelation.
A few studies have provided direct evidence linking adult hippocampal neurogenesis with sparseness and population-based coding
mechanisms that support pattern separation in memory-discrimination tasks. One study found that genetic expansion of a population of 5- to 8-week-old abDGCs decreased overlap between DGC
ensembles activated by two similar contexts in a contextual feardiscrimination task in mice35. Interestingly, both control and experimental groups showed greater ensemble overlap in the posterior DG
than in anterior DG, suggesting that spatial discrimination is differentially processed by the dorsal and the ventral DG111. Moreover,
mice with greater numbers of 5- to 8-week-old abDGCs also exhibited increased sparseness of activity in DG that was dependent on
exposure to a similar context, but not the same context, following training. This suggests the existence of an abDGC-dependent
mismatch-detection mechanism that suppresses activity of DGCs
to enhance sparseness35. These findings align with those of a study
showing that genetic ablation of <8-week-old abDGCs reduced
mismatch-dependent regulation of sparseness80. Furthermore, partial genetic ablation of <4-week-old abDGCs increased overlap
of CA3 ensembles activated by two similar contexts, and this was
accompanied by elevated numbers of active CA3 neurons following exposure to the similar context84. Additionally, pharmacological suppression of adult hippocampal neurogenesis increased firing
rates of DG neurons and impaired response selectivity of DG neurons to temporally separated contexts112—although this study could
not distinguish between DGCs and mossy cells.
Together, these findings suggest that abDGCs promote population-based coding and sparseness during discrimination under
conditions of high memory interference. Because the studies above
did not examine the activity of neuronal ensembles in the EC, it
is not clear whether abDGC-dependent modulation of populationbased coding in DG and CA3 reflects the input–output transformation that is emblematic of pattern separation. It is also unknown
whether abDGCs contribute to circuit mechanisms supporting
pattern separation in tasks beyond contextual fear discrimination.
Thus, abDGCs contribute to sparseness and decorrelation of inputs
and, therefore, may partake in in pattern separation, but very little
is known about the underlying circuit mechanisms.

Adult-born DGCs and inhibitory microcircuits

Interneurons and mossy cells participate in both guiding abDGC
maturation and governing functions of abDGCs. Hilar mossy cells
and distinct IN subtypes embedded within EC–DG–CA3 circuit
architecture may function as putative arbiters of information transformation and transfer functions that underlie sparseness and decorrelation46,66,113,114. Excitatory inputs from PP and hilar mossy cells onto
the DG are balanced by recruitment of local networks of diverse INs
that coordinate feedforward, feedback and lateral inhibition onto
DGCs. Distinct INs may differentially contribute to these inhibitory
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mechanisms depending on their dendritic and axonal distribution
within the DG. Additionally, INs differentially integrate excitatory
inputs depending on their morphology and physiology. Mossy cells
mediate DGC-dependent lateral excitation onto DGCs, but also
exert potent ipsilateral and contralateral disynaptic inhibition onto
hundreds of DGCs via PV+ INs50. Genetic ablation of mossy cells
induces hyperexcitability of the DG and impairs context discrimination115, and optogenetic silencing of mossy cells increases DGC
firing56. Although mossy-cell-dependent DGC inhibition is thought
to prevail over DGC excitation, this balance may be modulated50.
Here we focus on evidence linking abDGCs with different
IN-dependent circuit mechanisms that support pattern separation.
Several indirect lines of evidence hint at a role for abDGCdependent reorganization of local inhibitory circuits. First, a study
in anaesthetized mice showed that X-irradiation-induced ablation
of <10-week-old abDGCs decreased responses to PP stimulation
and increased gamma burst activity116—a form of network oscillation that is thought to be dependent on PV+ basket cells117. Second,
genetic ablation of adult hippocampal neurogenesis blocked picrotoxin-independent LTP at EC–DGC synapses, which was restored
over time by a compensatory decrease in GABAergic tone118.
Third, genetic enhancement of adult hippocampal neurogenesis
decreased DGC excitability in acute slices, whereas hippocampal
X-irradiation-induced ablation of abDGCs increased DGC excitability119. Fourth, hippocampal irradiation-induced ablation of
<12- to 16-week-old abDGCs increased DG network excitability120.
Fifth, acute optogenetic silencing of 7-week-old, but not 16-weekold, abDGCS in resting mice elevated both blood-oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) signals in the DG–CA3 area and the power of
high-frequency hippocampal oscillations, suggestive of increased
disinhibition78. Next, we discuss studies that directly investigate the
contribution of inhibitory microcircuits within EC–DG–CA3 circuit architecture toward abDGC functions.
Feedforward inhibition in the EC–DG circuit. Studies performing simultaneous recordings of DGCs and fast-spiking INs in mice
have shown that medial PP stimulation preferentially induces spiking in fast-spiking INs over DGCs, which have a significantly higher
spike threshold121. DG afferent inputs provide feedforward inhibition by recruiting perisomatic-projecting PV+ INs or the molecular
layer perforant path-associated (MOPP) cells, which in turn inhibit
DGCs, facilitating efficient summation of incoming EC signals by
restricting the window in which spikes are evoked by excitation
before onset of inhibition (Fig. 1a,b). Neurogliaform cells also mediate feedforward inhibition onto DGCs and, additionally, inhibit PV+
basket cells47. Fast-spiking somatic-targeting INs and non-fast-spiking dendritic-targeting INs maybe differentially recruited by sparse
and strong presynaptic activity122.
How do abDGCs contribute to this feedforward inhibition in the
EC–DG circuit (Fig. 1b)? During early stages of abDGC maturation,
GABA is excitatory; however, strong GABAergic activity can shut
down spiking in young DGCs by shunting inhibition123. Thus, some
of the earliest presynaptic INs of abDGCs, such as neurogliaform
cells, may regulate spiking of abDGCs through shunting inhibition.
Electrical stimulation of the PP drives MOPP-mediated disynaptic
inhibition onto abDGCs. Whole-cell recording studies have detected
inhibitory postsynaptic currents in ~3-week-old abDGCs following
activation of local uncaging of glutamate in MOPP cells60. Theoretical
modeling and experimental data demonstrate that immature
abDGCs receive weaker MOPP-mediated feedforward inhibition
compared to mDGCs48,124. Consistently, 4-week-old abDGCs, unlike
mDGCs, are recruited by a range of medial PP stimulation intensities, and this broad tuning is thought to reflect a higher ratio of
feedforward excitation to inhibition during spike initiation24. Thus,
mature (>6-week-old) abDGCs are likely to recruit EC–DG feedforward inhibition to modulate sparseness and decorrelation in the DG.
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Lateral inhibition in the DG. DGCs may reciprocally or unidirectionally recruit local INs to attenuate their own excitation (feedback
inhibition) or that of neighboring DGCs (lateral inhibition)46,66,113.
DG INs are robustly activated during exploration of novel environments when the DG is likely to be engaged125. Simultaneous recordings in slices have demonstrated that lateral inhibition predominates
over feedback inhibition and is mediated largely by PV+ INs and
potentially, SST+ INs109,126 (Fig. 1a,b). This lateral inhibition may
support a winner-take-all logic to promote decorrelation of similar inputs. Several studies have found that >6-week-old abDGCs
can recruit lateral inhibition70,127. In addition to local lateral inhibition, DGCs receive axo-axonic and dendritically targeted inhibitory
inputs from distally located INs in CA3 and CA1114.
How do abDGCs contribute to lateral inhibition (Fig. 1b)?
Optogenetic stimulation of 7-week-old, but not 4-week-old abDGCs,
paired with medial PP electrical stimulation reduced spiking of
mDGCs, and this effect was dependent on GABAergic inhibition
likely mediated by PV+ basket cells70. Furthermore, <4-week-old
abDGCs, unlike mDGCs, were insensitive to lateral inhibition70.
Another optogenetics study showed that <7-week-old abDGCs can
exert lateral inhibition onto DGCs127. Similarly, optogenetic stimulation of 6- or 8-week-old, but not 4-week-old abDGCs, activated DG
and hilar INs in vivo68. In addition to recruitment of INs, <6-weekold abDGCs may also inhibit mDGCs via monosynaptic excitatory
synapses62. However, it is not clear how this abDGC–DGC synaptic
mechanism meaningfully contributes to sparseness in the face of
strong tonic inhibition exerted by local INs. Together, these studies suggest that >6-week-old abDGCs recruit lateral inhibition
ex vivo; whether abDGCs recruit this inhibitory circuit mechanism
to promote decorrelation of similar inputs remains to be determined.
Feedforward inhibition in the DG–CA3 circuit. Mossy-fiber synapses onto thorny excrescence-like spines of CA3 neurons convey
monosynaptic strong excitatory drive that demonstrates robust
facilitation in response to repetitive stimulation128. Mossy fibers
form a larger number of synaptic contacts with hilar and stratum lucidum INs such as PV+ and SST+ INs via filopodial extensions65,66. The pattern of DGC disynaptic inhibitory inputs onto
CA3 neurons appears to be randomly organized and independent
of DGC-dependent monosynaptic excitation, such that feedforward
inhibition governs the excitability of a large number of CA3 pyramidal neurons129 (Fig. 1a,b). PV+ INs relay feedforward inhibition
onto CA3, and this has been suggested to promote memory consolidation in hippocampal–cortical networks through modulation
of sharp-wave ripples130. Feedforward inhibition connectivity is
inversely correlated with remote-memory precision67, and acutely
increasing feedforward inhibition onto CA3 decreased remotememory interference in CA3–anterior cingulate cortex–basolateral
amygdala networks14. Although differences in recurrent excitation–
inhibition between proximal and distal CA3 may bias them toward
pattern separation and pattern completion, respectively131,132, it is
not known whether feedforward inhibition differences along the
CA3 transverse axis also contribute to a pattern separation–completion continuum. Thus, the balance between feedforward excitation and inhibition in the DG–CA3 circuit may modulate memory
retrieval dynamics and interference and thereby determine whether
an experience is consolidated as a new memory or updates a previously encoded representation.
How do abDGCs contribute to this feedforward inhibition in
DG–CA3 (Fig. 1b)? Findings from optogenetic stimulation of
abDGCs in combination with whole-cell recordings in CA3 in slices
suggested that 4-week-old abDGCs, like 8-week-old abDGCs, can
recruit feedforward inhibition onto CA370. In contrast, in vivo optogenetic stimulation of 4-week-old, but not 6- or 8-week-old abDGCs,
resulted in activation of CA3 INs68. Furthermore, abDGCs exhibit
highest number of mossy-fiber terminal filopodia, the anatomical
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Box 2 | Outstanding questions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does experience modify physiological properties and
output connectivity of abDGCs during the sensitive period?
Does gene expression in mature abDGCs reflect heterogeneity and input selectivity based on prior experience?
What patterns of activity are displayed by immature and
mature abDGCs as assessed using in vivo electrophysiological recordings?
How do abDGCs recruit inhibitory microcircuits to support
pattern separation in vivo?
How does abDGC connectivity with different inhibitory
neurons vary along the septotemporal axis?
How does abDGC-dependent regulation of memory interference gate recruitment of subcortical and cortical circuits?
How do abDGCs integrate inputs from LEC and medial EC
to support memory processing in vivo?
Does increasing or ablating neurogenesis affect the capacity
of the DG to generate engrams of different memories?

substrate for feedforward inhibition, at 4 weeks68 (Guo and Sahay,
unpublished observations). Pharmacogenetic and X-irradiationinduced abDGC ablation increased the overlap between two similar context-associated ensembles and decreased reactivation of
long-term memory traces in CA3, respectively84,133. Consistent with
the dynamic regulation of DGC–PV+ IN connectivity by learning,
engram-bearing DGCs exhibit greater connectivity with PV+ INs
than non-engram-bearing DGCs14. Thus, abDGCs may contribute
to memory consolidation and reduce memory interference by
recruitment of PV+ INs and feedforward inhibition in DG–CA3.

Role of synaptic competition in sparseness and memory
clearance

The influential Marr–Albus theory of pattern separation invoked
a role for ‘expansion recoding’ in pattern separation, whereby the
‘fanning out’ of cortical inputs onto the DG promotes decorrelation
of inputs onto non-overlapping DGCs1. While absolute numbers
of DGCs exceed EC cells by only a factor of five (approximately),
computational models suggest that sparse synaptic connectivity
between EC and DGCs facilitates pattern separation104. Network
integration of abDGCs is thought to involve synaptic competition with mDGCs for PP inputs (Fig. 1c) and reduction of excitatory inputs onto mature DGCs28,33,35. In response to novel stimuli,
immature abDGCs may successfully compete for PP inputs with
pre-existing PP–mDGC synapses. This competition would redistribute PP–DGC synaptic weights, and integration of abDGCs may
increase sparseness of EC–mDGC connectivity.
Such synaptic competition is also likely to mediate clearance of
memories encoded in PP–DGC synapses that are out-competed.
The precise mechanisms and synaptic signals by which synapse
competition is mediated are poorly understood134. LTP decay at
EC–DG synapses over a few weeks may signify completion of consolidation which then, via a cortical signal, promotes weakening of
PP–DGC synapses that originally encoded the memory. This, in
turn, would clear the memory trace by rendering the synapse vulnerable to synaptic competition with abDGCs. We speculate that
EC–DGC engram synapses linked to inefficiently consolidated representations in cortical networks are most vulnerable to clearance.
In sum, abDGCs may recruit feedforward and lateral inhibition in EC–DG–CA3 and synaptic competition to generate a sparse
code that supports encoding of similar contexts in non-overlapping
populations of DGCs and that promotes cortical consolidation of
experiences (Fig. 2b,c).
Nature Neuroscience | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience
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A model for abDGC contribution to hippocampal indexing
and pattern separation

The maturation of abDGCs occurs along a continuum, during
which afferent and efferent connectivity is established together
with recruitment of distinct inhibitory microcircuits. Integration of
abDGCs remodels the EC–DG–CA3 network to promote sparseness
and memory clearance and decrease interference. This remodeling
is reminiscent of how maturing INs modify excitatory synaptic
competition during the critical period of visual system135. Based
on our understanding of physiology and connectivity of abDGCs,
we propose that immature and mature abDGCs make distinct contributions to DG functions in decreasing memory interference,
namely by encoding novelty or mismatch by and indexing memories, respectively (Fig. 3).
Adult neurogenesis expands the capacity for hippocampal indexing. As described earlier, experience sculpts the connectivity and,
potentially, physiology of immature 4- to 6-week-old abDGCs
during the sensitive period of maturation. As 6-week-old abDGCs
mature, they acquire high input selectivity; this presumably involves
Hebbian mechanisms of synaptic refinement and maturation,
as well as activity-dependent transcriptional programs (Fig. 3a).
Information encoded by abDGCs is consolidated in hippocampal–
cortical networks14,70 by recruitment of feedforward inhibition onto
CA3. The predominance of LEC inputs onto abDGCs at this stage
permits encoding of local and egocentric information. Importantly,
we speculate that cohorts of mature abDGCs differ from each other
and other DGCs based on the experience-related inputs that they
encountered during their maturation. Thus, the DG can be thought
of as a ‘library of experiences’ that are registered in the connectivity
and input selectivity of mDGCs. What function might this serve?
Building on previous models69,70,136,137, we propose that adult hippocampal neurogenesis ensures generation of mature abDGCs that
are representative of previously encoded experiences. Each mature
abDGC encodes a specific feature of past experiences and different
combinations of mature abDGCs are allocated into engrams of new
memories. These engrams serve as hippocampal indexes which permit faithful memory retrieval.
Our proposal is based on hippocampal memory indexing theory11–15, which posits that the hippocampus does not encode experiential details but instead registers experiences in engram-bearing
cells that are linked to distributed cortical and subcortical loci that
have encoded details of the experience in temporal and spatial patterns of neural activity11(Fig. 3b). Activation of engram-bearing
cells reinstates cortical and subcortical patterns of activity, thereby
mediating recall of the experience. Recent studies have lent support to the idea that engram-bearing cells function as indexes. First,
optogenetic stimulation of engram-bearing DGCs induces recall of
precise contextual information13. Second, silencing of engram-bearing cells in CA1 impairs reinstatement of previously encoded cortical and subcortical representations during retrieval138. Third, in vivo
recordings from engram-bearing cells suggest that these cells are
distinct from place cells, in that they encode experiential information rather than just spatial locations12. Fourth, genetic inhibition of
outputs of engram-bearing DGCs impaired maturation of the cortical ensemble15. Fifth, engram-bearing DGCs recruit feedforward
inhibition, resulting in decreased memory interference in CA3 and
increased memory consolidation in hippocampus–anterior cingulate cortex–basolateral amygdala networks14.
According to our model, mature abDGCs contribute to indexing
functions of the hippocampus by responding to distinct experiencerelated inputs. We consider abDGCs >6 weeks of age as ‘mature’
because this time point seems to coincide with the decline of the
sensitive period and because in vivo studies suggest that >6-weekold abDGCs are more similar to mature DGCs in terms of input
selectivity and recruitment of lateral inhibition. Mature abDGCs are
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likely to respond to inputs that they have previously experienced and
exercise a winner-take-all process via lateral inhibition (Fig. 3c). This
enables activated DGCs to retrieve the memory trace in recurrent
CA3 networks and reinstate the original patterns of activity underlying the experience in distributed cortical and subcortical modules
by pattern completion. The more diverse the history of prior experiences recorded in mature abDGCs, the greater the representation of
stimulus features in the input-space of DGCs and, consequently, the
greater the potential number of flexible combinations of mDGCs allocated to new engrams or indexes. Thus, allocation of mature abDGCs
into engrams is dependent on features previously encoded; in a laboratory setting, this may reflect housing and testing conditions.
New memories always share some features with those previously encoded. We propose that shared features of similar memories reactivate mature abDGCs and DGCs that have previously
encoded those stimulus features, whereas novel features, local cues
and egocentric information are encoded in immature <6-week-old
abDGCs (Fig. 3c). This amalgam of activated immature and mature
DGCs suppresses other DGCs via lateral inhibition126, resulting in
the generation of an index of the similar memory in DG–CA3 that
is linked to the detailed representation in the cortex.
Expanding the population of 5- to 8-week-old abDGCs promotes
DGC reactivation following context re-exposure and mismatchdependent sparseness, resulting in decreased overlap between
ensembles encoding similar contexts35. Engram-bearing DGCs,
through recruitment of feedforward inhibition onto CA3, ensure
orthogonalization of the similar memory trace in CA3 and consolidation in hippocampal–cortical networks14. Finally, it is likely that
cognitive demands may modulate DGC-dependent recruitment of
INs during encoding. With low levels of adult hippocampal neurogenesis, coverage of the input space is low in mature abDGCs; as a
consequence, there are fewer combinations of indexes available for
encoding new memories in DG. Therefore, there will be greater interference between indices and linked memory traces in hippocampal–
cortical networks and increased pattern completion of similar inputs.
A role for maturing abDGCs and lateral inhibition in novelty and
mismatch detection. Conservatively, it seems that the recruitment
of inhibition by immature abDGCs to promote their differentiation and ultimately, to govern spiking minimizes the cost of network remodeling. This is evident in how synaptic competition both
mediates network integration of abDGCs and also promotes memory clearance and sparseness of activity as discussed previously.
Assuming that 6-week-old abDGCs are broadly tuned in vivo53, we
suggest that 6-week-old abDGCs may function like mossy cells to
exert lateral inhibition and facilitate recruitment of mDGCs into
non-overlapping indexes. Innervation by LEC inputs may preferentially mediate abDGC responses to local and egocentric cues139 to
facilitate detection of mismatch. Adult-born DGCs may also recruit
CA3c to exert disynaptic inhibition onto DGCs140. Alternatively, if
6-week-old abDGCs already exhibit high input-selectivity in vivo as
has been suggested25,48,49, then these cells may encode novel information while exerting lateral inhibition. Thus, immature abDGCs
may transiently contribute to DG functions in pattern separation
even during their maturation.

Outlook

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis appears to be a conserved form
of structural plasticity in non-human primates and humans141–146
(but also see ref. 147). However, it is not clear why numbers of
abDGCs as ascertained by immunohistochemistry in human
postmortem tissue appear to differ substantially from numbers of
abDGCs gleaned from birthdating studies141,142. It is plausible that
that putative abDGCs in primates and humans may mature over
much longer periods than that seen in rodents144,148 or that mature
DGCs may express markers of structural plasticity associated with
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immature DGCs. Since birthdating experiments in humans are
unethical, resolving this debate necessitates deployment of other
approaches, such as quantification of neural stem cells and singlecell RNA sequencing to examine signatures of neurogenesis in
the adult human hippocampus . In addition, retroviral targeting of
neurogenesis in adult non-human primates will enable assessment
of abDGCs connectivity, physiology and function.
Substantial work is needed to deconstruct the complexity of IN
microcircuits and dissect the effects of experience on the integration
and functions of abDGCs as they relate to hippocampal memory
processes. To what extent is the inhibitory microcircuit architecture conserved in non-human primates and humans? Given the
differential contributions of hippocampal circuits along the septotemporal axis to memory processing and emotion149, future studies
must integrate differences in abDGC connectivity and physiology
along the septotemporal axis in rodents and non-human primates.
Such efforts will illuminate how abDGC-dependent regulation of
memory interference gates recruitment of different hippocampal targets in cortex and subcortical circuits to influence a range of behaviors.
Memory impairments associated with age-related cognitive
decline, mild cognitive impairment and psychiatric disorders are
characterized by increased memory interference and disrupted
memory consolidation17,18,99,136,150. Thus, strategies that stimulate
adult hippocampal neurogenesis may improve information processing in DG–CA3, cognition and emotional regulation. Additional
outstanding research questions are listed in Box 2.
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